The image of L (x) is K' (x') counted twice. The image of K' (x') is L(x) and a residual curve R(x).
We now require and shall frequently have occasion to make use of the following lemma.
Lemma. Let a point P in (x) describe a curve C. The necessary and sufficient condition that its images P[, P2, describe distinct curves is that C touches L at every common point. This follows immediately from the fact that P[ and P'2 cannot interchange.
Applying the lemma to the curves K(x) and K' ( x' ) we have the theorem.
Theorem. The curves L(x), K(x) and L'(x'), K'(x') are tangent to each other at their common points.
If a line Ci in (x) meets K (x) ink points its image in (x') is a curve c' tangent to L' (x') at k points. If c' has d variable double points, its image in (x) is Ci counted twice and a curve meeting C\ in k points corresponding to the k contacts of c' with L' ( x' ) and in 2d points corresponding to the d variable double points of c'.
NON-INVOLUTORIAL TYPES

Types of correspondences.
An algebraic correspondence between the points of the planes ( x ) and ( x' ) may be expressed by two algebraic equations of the form (i) !>.
•(*')«,.
•(>) =o,
£ bi(x') ti (as) =0, where at-( x' ) = 0, b¡ ( x' ) =0 belong to linear systems of curves in the ( x' ) plane, and similarly for «¿(a:) = 0, Vi(x) = 0 in the (x) plane. The equations (1) and (2) define in each plane two algebraic systems of curves, the coordinates of a point in the other plane being the parameters. In each plane any curve of one system meets a curve of the other system in two variable points.
The following five cases give independent types but special cases of one type may sometimes be included in one or more of the remaining types.
No. o¿(x')=0
Ui(x)=0 bi(x')=0 Vi{x)=0 where cn is a curve of order n with the basis point of the corresponding line pencil (n -2)-fold.
We proceed to discuss briefly each of these cases. 4. Type I. Image of a line. We may write the defining equations in the 
The quintic (4) is of genus 2, having double points at the four points given by
K K iCit tc* 5. Curves of branch points and of coincidences.
The two images of a point of (x') coincide if the line (2') touches the conic (1'). The curve of branch points in (x') is therefore the sextic of genus 10 L'(x') =.
The curve of coincidences K' ( x' ) counted twice is the image of L ( x ), which is similar to L' (x').
It is of order 15 and genus 10, and has 45 contacts with L' ( x' ). 6. Locus of double points in the images of a pencil of lines. The images of the point ( 0, 0, 1 ) in ( x ) lie on the conic b'3 = 0. From (5) this conic also passes through the four double points of the quintic corresponding to any line through (0,0,1).
Hence the theorem: Theorem.
The two images of a point and the double points of the quintic images of the pencil of lines through the point lie on a conic.
7. Successive images of a line. It has just been shown that the image of a line Ci in (x) is a quintic c'5 having four double points and 15 contacts with L'6 which correspond to the 15 intersections of Ci with Kn.
The image of c's is therefore Ci counted twice and a residual c23 of genus 2 passing through the 15 intersections of Ci with Kn and through 8 other points on Ci, images of the 4 double points of c's. The images of two lines C\, ¿"1 are two quintics c's, c5 which meet in 25 points. Two of these points correspond to the common point of Ci, ci. The remaining 23 have for images the 23 intersections of Ci with c23 and c*i with c23. Since the curve c23 has a composite image it has 69 contacts with ¿6-The 75 intersections of c'5 with K[b are the images of these 69 points and of the 6 intersections of Ci with L6-The image of c23 is c'b and a residual c'uo passing through the 4 double points of c5 and the 15 contacts of c\ with L\. The curve c'uo has 330 contacts with L'6 which correspond to the 330 points in which C23 meets Ku apart from the 15 which lie on d.
The curves c'5, c'im meet in 550 points, namely 8 for the 4 double points of c'5, 15 for the points of contact of c'5 with L'6, 69 on K'l5, images of the 69 contacts of C23 and ¿6, and finally 458 images of the 229 double points of C23. By carrying the process one step further we can see the general law. The image of c'uo is c^ and a residual cb27 which meet in 12121 points, made up as follows: the 23 intersections of C\, c23; 330 points of c23 on K\b but not on Ci; 5884 pairs of points, images of the double points of c'na. The curve C527 does not pass through the double points of C23, although c'uo passes through the double points of c,. The reason of this is that both images of a point of C\ are on c'5, while c23 and C527 are in ( 1, 1 ) correspondence.
8. Case of conies in (x') with one basis point. Let the basis point be taken as (1,0,0) = A'. The image of Ci is c'5 with one double point at A' and three variable double points.
The curve ¿é has a double point at A' and is of genus 9. For points in the neighborhood of A' we have 6, = 0, a12 x2 + an x'3 = 0, hence to each direction through A' correspond 2 points on the conic 61 = 0 which is the image of A'. The image of c¡ is c\, the conic b\ counted twice and a residual c19 of genus 2. The image of L'6 is b¡ and K\3 of genus 9. The curve C19 meets Ci in 13 points on K\3 and in the 6 points-images of the three variable double points of c'b. The conic b\ touches L^ in 6 points; hence K[s has A' sixfold and 66 double points. The image of K\b is Le3(bl)6 and a residual C57 touching L6 in the 39 points of contact with Ki3 and in the 132 point-images of the 66 double points of K[5. The image of 61 is the point A' and a rational C¡0 having A' sixfold. The curves L'e, c'ig, meet in 60 points, namely 12 at Ax, two contacts, images of the contacts of 61 and K\3, since the two images on b\ of a tangent to L'6 coincide, and in 22 other contacts, images of the 22 remaining intersections of 61 and K\3.
A line in (x') through A' has for image the conic 61 and a cubic curve of genus 1. Two lines of the pencil A' have no other point in common, hence the nine points of intersection of their image cubics must be accounted for. The image of c3 is a curve of order 15 having A' for a sixfold point; but c\ appears twice as a component, hence the residual is a c'n, having A for a [July fourfold point.
The curve c[3 meets c[ in 9 points besides A ; they are at the nine points in which c\ meets K\5 besides A, which was seen to be a sixfold point on K'l5. Now consider two lines c[, c\ ; their images c3, c3 meet in 9 points, whose images in (x') lie 9 on ci, c13 and 9 on c[, c'l3. Two of the intersections of c3 with by are images of the direction of c\ through A.
A curve of order n in (x) meets by in 2n points; if these points are all independent, so that no two of them correspond to the same direction through A, the image curve in ( x' ) will have a 2ra-fold point at A. But if the curve goes through a pair of conjugate points both points indicate but a single tangent to the image curve at A. A third alternative is illustrated by the images of an arbitrary straight line. Let Ci meet by in Pi, P2. The images of Pi, P2 are the two tangents tt, t2 to c's at A, each of which has another image Pi, P2 on by. The residual image of c'b is Ci9, which meets by in 38 points.
But two of these points are Pi, P2. The two images of Pi are ty and a point in (x') on the residual image of Ci9; similarly for P2. Hence the residual image of Ci9 has A for a multiple point of order 36. This alternative is possible only when the image of the curve under consideration is composite.
9. Case of conies in (x) and (x1) The line a12 is a tri-tangent to L<¡, hence A' B' meets c3 in three points on K'ls. Since K[s has A' and B' for sixfold points, A' B' has no other points on K¡5.
The line A' B' meets L'e in two points besides A', B'. The images of these points are the points of contact of the conies of the pencil by, b2 which touch 012.
The cases of two basis points in one plane, together with one or two in the other plane present no difficulties.
11. Three basis points in (x' ), none in (a:).
Since they can not all be collinear, we may use the triangle having the basis points for vertices as triangle of quadratic inversion and reduce the conies of the system through them to straight lines, and the straight lines expressed in the other equation to conies, thus reducing the defining equations to a particular case of Type II. Similar transformations can be made when the lines have a basis point. They can be transformed into a pencil of conies whether the coefficients are linear or quadratic.
In either case the curves defined by the same equation in the other plane also belong to a pencil.
12. Other particular forms of Type I. Suppose xl = 0,x[ =0 satisfy both equations.
The image of c, has x\ = 0 as a fixed component, the variable component being a quartic of genus 1. The curve L6 has x\ = 0 as a component, the residual curve being a quartic of genus 1. lî x2 = 0, x'2 =0 also satisfy both equations, there are three basis points common to the conies in each plane. The proper image of a straight line is now a rational cubic. The curve L2 is a conic and K3 a rational cubic* If finally both equations are also satisfied by x3 = 0, x'3 = 0 they may be written in the form Proceeding as in Type I the image of c[ is c6, a sextic with triple points at B and C and two variable double points.
L is of order 8 and genus 9 having fourfold points at P and C. To find the image of a point near P we have bxy + dx3 = 0, cari -f-sx3 = 0.
Hence to a direction through P correspond 2 points on the cubic bs -dq = 0, which is the image of B. Similarly for C. Corresponding to any point on BC are the two points B' C given by d = s = 0. To find the image of a line Cy = Xki x¿ = 0, replace the first of the defining equations by (as -pd)xy + (bs -qd)x2 + (cs -rd)x3 = 0.
Hence proceeding as in Type I, the image of a line is a curve of order 7 with double points at the 9 points given by as -pd bs -qd cs -rd ky k2 k3 of which 2 are at B' and C and 7 variable. But s = 0 is a fixed component so that the image of Cy is c'6 having 7 double points and passing through B and C. Similarly L' is of order 6 because the curve of order 8 obtained contains 5 = 0 twice as an extraneous factor.
The curve K is of order 18, with P and C 9-fold points. The curve K' is of order 12. is c'g with B' and C" fourfold points, 6 variable double points and passing simply through E' and F', the residual intersections of d = 0, s = 0. The curve L' is of order 8, with B' and C fourfold points. For points near B,
we have bx\ + dx3 = 0, çxi + sx3 = 0.
Hence to each direction through B correspond two points on the quartic bs -dq = 0, which has double points at B' and C", simple points at E' and F' and is the image of B. The image of a point on B' C is E and F. The image of a general curve of order 8 in ( x' ) is of order 64, with B and C for 32-fold points, and E and F 8-fold points. In the case of L'& the quartic images of B' and C" are to be taken off each 4 times, leaving for K2 a curve of order 32, having B and C 16-fold. Hence K is of order 16, with B and C each 8-fold. In the case of c'g we must also take off BC (the image of E and F) twice, and also c\. The residual is of order 28 with B and C 14-fold points.
17. Type V. The equations (1), (2) In the compound involutions, a point Pi has P[, P'2 for images; the images in (a;) of P[ are Pi and P2; those of P2 are the same points Pi and P2. Hence, if Pi or P2 is given, the other is uniquely determined, that is, in each plane the two images of a point in the other belong to a simple involution.
This fact enables us to map the plane (a;) on a double plane ( y ) by means of a (1,2) transformation, and similarly the plane (x') on a double plane (y').
The planes (y) and (y') must be birationally equivalent.
An involution can always be defined by a net of curves, and mapped on a double plane ( y ) by equations of the form
[July where <j>i = 0 define a net of curves with two intersections that are functions of 2/1,2/2,2/3-The second transformation is y'i = 4<i(y), a Cremona transformation, and the third is <p\(x') _<j>'2(x') _<p'3(x') 2/í 2/á y'% '
wherein the curves define a net in ( x' ) with two intersections that are functions of y\,y2, y'i. By eliminating ylt y2, y3; y\, y'2, y'3 from these equations we have the following theorem.
Theorem.
The necessary and sufficient condition that a (2,2) transformation is a compound involution is that the equation which define it may be reduced to the form
in which any two curves represented by these equations and lying in one plane meet in two variable points. In geometric form, the theorem states that the sufficient condition that a ( 2, 2 ) transformation is a compound involution is that the defining curves in one of the planes (and hence also in the other) compose a net.
Compound involutions appear as particular cases of each of the types already mentioned, but others exist which cannot be thus expressed.
19. Properties of compound involutions. Let c be any curve in (a;). As in the preceding cases, the image of c is a curve c', touching L' at every common point; but in the present case, the image of c' in (a;) consists of c and of a residual curve c, each counted twice. The curve c is not a contact curve of L, and c' is the complete image of c.
When P describes L, its images P[ = P'2 describe K', and the residual image of P[ also lies on L. Hence the image of L is K' counted four times, and the complete image of K' is L. Hence L, K' are not in (1,1) correspondence.
Since the image of K is not composite, K is not a contact curve of L.
The curves K, K' are the jacobians of the nets in their respective planes. In the following classification, two transformations are regarded as equivalent when their two component (1,2) transformations are respectively equivalent.
For simplicity it is here assumed that linear relations between (y) and ( y' ) exist, such that the fundamental elements of the two (1,2) transformations are distinct.
20. The (1,2) transformations. The (1,2) plane transformations have been extensively studied.* They are of three types. The first is obtained by the intersections of a line of a plane field with an associated conic of a net, or of the cubics of a net through seven fixed points.
It will be called the Geiser type.
The second is given by the intersection of a line of a pencil 0 with a curve of order n of a net having 0 for ( n -2 )-fold point. This will be called the Jonquières type. The third is found by the variable intersections of a cubic belonging to a pencil, with an associated sextic of a pencil having eight of the basis points of the cubics for double points.
It will be called the Bertini type. By combining these various types we obtain the following Types of (2, 2) compound involutions.
VI. Geiser, Geiser. VIL Geiser, Jonquières. VIII. Geiser, Bertini.
IX. Jonquières, Jonquières.
X. Jonquières, Bertini.
XL Bertini, Bertini.
Before discussing these types it will be convenient to state the principal properties of the three component simple involutions.
The Geiser type. The image of a line Ci(y) is a cubic with seven simple basis points Ai. The curve K is a sextic, having each point Ai double. The curve L ( y ) is a quartic of genus 3. There are no fundamental elements in (y).
A line Ci(x) goes into a cubic curve with one variable double point and touching L(y) in six points.
The image of a point Ai is a bitangent toL(y).
The Jonquières type. A line C\(y) goes into cn(x) having Cx(n -2)-fold and in -6 simple basis points J?¿ ( x ). The point Cy goes into C"_i ( x ) having Cx(n -3)-fold and the points Bi(x) simple. The curve K (x) is of order 2ra -2 having Cx (2n -4)-fold and the points P¿ simple. A line Ci(x) goes into Cn(y) havirjg Cy(n -l)-fold.
The point Cx goes into Cn-2(y) having Cy(n -3)-fold.
Each point P¿ goes into a line through Cy. The curve Ly is of order 2n -2 having Cv(2n -4)-fold.
The Bertini type. The line cx(y) goes intoc6(a:), having8 double points Ai and 2 simple basis points Di. The curve K (x) is of order nine having the points Ai triple.
The curve L(y) is a sextic with two consecutive triple points at a point E(y), the tangent being a line y. The image of E (y ) is a cubic through the points Ai and Di. The image of a point Ai is a conic touching y at E(y) and touching L(y) in three other points. The image of a point Di is the line Dy Ev = y. The lineci (x) goes into a sextic with two consecutive triple points at E(y), touching L (y ) in nine points and having four variable double points.
[July 21. Type VI. Each fundamental point Ai goes into an elliptic cubic of the net in (a;' ). A line Ci goes into c9 with seven triple points at A\, and two variable double points.
Kn, goes into L[2 having Ä, for fourfold points. It is of genus 13. The image of c'g is a curve of order 81 in ( x ), consisting of seven fundamental cubics, images of A't, each counted three times, the original Cy counted twice, and the rational c* with triple points at Ai, image of Ci in the Geiser involution in ( x ), also counted twice. The line ci and the curve c8 have no restricted position as to L, but c9 touches L' in each common point. The curve c9 is the complete image of c8.
22. Type VII. The fundamental points Ai in (a;) go into seven curves of a Jonquières net, of order n. The only fundamental points in (a;') are the point C" = (0,0,l),(n -2 )-fold on all curves of order n, and 4n -6 simple basis points B'¡. The (y) image of the multiple point is a curve of order n -2, with an ( n -3 )-fold point Cy, and its image in ( a-) is of order 3 ( n -2 ), having seven points of order n -2 at Ai, and two points Cy, C2, each of multiplicity n -3. The (y) images of the simple points are 4n -6 lines of the pencil Cv; the (x) images of these lines are 4ra -6 cubics of the pencil through the seven basis points Ai and Cy, C2.
A line Cy(x) goes into a nodal c3 in (y), which goes into c'3n, having C" of multiplicity 3(n -2), and having 4n -6 threefold points at P¡. A line c'i goes into cn(y) with C" for (n -1 )-fold point; its image in (a;) ist'3n with n-fold points at Ai and two (n -l)-fold points Cy, C2. The curve K6 goes into Ci ( y ), whose image L' in ( x' ) is of order in, having C as 4 ( n -2 )-fold point, and 4n -6 points B[, each of multiplicity 4. The curve K'2{n_\) goes into L2(n-y)(y) with Cy of multiplicity 2(n -2) and this goes into p6(n-n with Ai each of multiplicity 2(n -1) and two points Cy, C2, each of multiplicity 2 ( n -2 ). .
23. Type VIII. The fundamental points Ai go into seven curves of order 6 belonging to the net in ( x' ). The points E\ go into eight sextics having double points at Ai. The points P/¿ go into a cubic of the net. A line Ci goes into c'lg with sixfold points at E\, two triple points at D[, D'2, and two variable double points. The fine c[ goes into c18 with sixfold points at Ai, two consecutive triple points at Fy, F2, and eight variable double points.
The curve L'2i has eightfold points at E\, and fourfold points at D\, D2, while Zig has consecutive triple points at Pi, F2, and sixfold points at Ai.
The residual image of c'ls is c\7, image of cl in the Cremona involution of Bertini type. 24. Type IX. A line Cy goes into c" (y) with Cy as (n -1 )-fold point; this goes into c'nn,, having C as point of order n(n' -2), two points of multiplicity n -1, and having in' -6 points, each of multiplicity n. The curve K2n-2 has C of multiplicity 2m -4, and An -6 simple points Bi, hence ¿27.(7!-!) has C" of order 2(n -l)(n' -2), 4n' -6 points Pi each of order 29. Proof of non-existence of other types. It remains to be proved that any (2, 2) point correspondence between two planes can be reduced by birational transformation to one of the eleven types already obtained. The curves defined by (1) and (2) each belong to linear systems, any curve of one system having two variable intersections with the curves of the other system in the same plane. In the determination of pairs of systems of this kind in a plane (x), it should be remembered, that by a birational transformation of the plane, and by taking as parameters functions which define the curves of a suitably chosen cremona net in a plane (y) we can use any such pair to set up a ( 1, 2 ) correspondence between the planes ( x ) and ( y ), which is either a Geiser or Jonquières or Bertini correspondence, expressed in the normal form. We need therefore consider only such pairs of linear systems, as can be used to define one of these three correspondences.
We therefore have (1) lines and conies, (2) conies and conies each with the same two basis points, (3) line pencil vertex 0 and curves of order n, having 0 ( n -2 )-fold, (4) the image in (a;) of a pair of systems in (y) having one variable intersection, namely either a Cremona net or the lines of the plane ( y ), or a line pencil vertex 0 and curves of order n having 0 (n -1 )-fold.
The first three cases give the Types I to V, the fourth gives the Types VI to XL The classification is therefore complete.
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